Ramapo College’s Gross Center to Present Remote Event

Author to Discuss Her Book ‘Tehran Children: A Holocaust Refugee Odyssey’

MAHWAH, N.J. – On Thursday, April 2 at noon, Mikhal Dekel, professor of English and comparative literature at the City College and Graduate Center of the City University of New York, will speak about her recently published book *Tehran Children: A Holocaust Refugee Odyssey*. Her talk will be delivered remotely using WebEx Events under the auspices of The Gross Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies at Ramapo College of New Jersey. No special software is required.

Registration is suggested. The link is [https://ramapo.webex.com/ramapo/onstage/g.php?MTID=ed6267ec6f45a9f1a36b0bccc3f29c-69](https://ramapo.webex.com/ramapo/onstage/g.php?MTID=ed6267ec6f45a9f1a36b0bccc3f29c-69)

Growing up in Israel, Dekel knew virtually nothing of her father’s past in the holocaust. He never spoke of his experiences during the war, he had no accent and no number tattooed on his forearm. Eventually she discovered that he was one of a group of Polish-Jewish children who fled Nazi-occupied Poland via Russia, Uzbekistan and Iran, ultimately reaching British-controlled Palestine.

Her quest to uncover her father’s story led Dekel to traverse the globe in these refugees’ footsteps. Her visits to archives and conversations with people in Uzbekistan, Poland, Russia, Israel and, through a proxy, Iran helped her paint a picture of interlinked and divergent histories, of death and survival, of hospitality and cruelty, and of the politics of twenty-first century memory and historical amnesia.
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